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Our author, a Hawaii native,Â hits all the highlights, fromÂ Pearl Harbor to Diamong Head and

beyond. She's checked out all the island's best hotels and restaurants in person, and offers

authoritative, candid reviews that will help you find the choices that suit your tastes and budget.Â 

You'll also get up-to-the-minute coverage of shopping and nightlife; an in-depth look atÂ historic

Waikiki; detailed walking tours; accurate neighborhood maps; advice on planning a

successfulÂ vacation; tours of the North Shore and Southern Oahu and the Windward Coast; and a

run-down of the island's best camping, hiking, and beaches.
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16 Self-guided Tours. 33 Maps. One Great Trip. At last, a travel guide that tells you how to see the

best of everythingâ€”in the smartest, most time-efficient way.   The best of Honolulu & Oahu in three

days, one week, or two weeks   Thematic tours for every interest, schedule, and taste   Walking

tours of the city's best-loved neighborhoods   Hundreds of evocative color photos   Bulleted maps

that show you how to get from place to place   Hotels, restaurants, shopping, and nightlife for all

budgets   A tear-resistant foldout mapâ€”enclosed in a handy plastic wallet you can also use for

tickets and souvenirs

A resident of the Big Island, Jeanette Foster has skied the slopes of Mauna Keaâ€”during a Fourth

of July ski meet, no lessâ€”and gone scuba diving with manta rays off the Kona Coast. A prolific



writer widely published in travel, sports, and adventure magazines, she's also a contributing editor

to Hawaii magazine, the editor of Zagat's Survey to Hawaii's Top Restaurants, and the Hawaii

chapter author of 1,000 Places to See in the U.S.A. and Canada Before You Die. In addition to

writing this guide, Jeanette is the author of Frommer's Hawaii 2011; Frommer's Maui 2011;

Frommer's Kauai; Frommer's Hawaii with Kids; Frommer's Honolulu, Waikiki & Oahu; Frommer's

Hawaii Day by Day; and Frommer's Maui Day by Day.

Good:The guide has multiple things going for it. Its very well organized for starters. It has sections

for 7/14 day itinerary, must sees and day trips. I don't have kids but the book is very much oriented

to a planner planning activities for kids.Could improve:Every destination needs to have an address. I

use a smart phone and I need an address for my GPS. Some of the addresses listed in the book

are old school road directions. They are my handicap.Don't really need the map bundled in the

book. I would be surprised if anyone really uses themSome of the suggestions are dated. There are

newer better places that people could visit. But the places listed in the book are still the must

seeThis book needs to catch up to the world of Yelp, Groupon etc. It needs to mention that one can

find a groupon for a tourist place etc. Maybe all old school pocket guides need to do it.

I bought this book previous to my trip to hawaii. I've used these books in the past and they are

great. The gives you everything you need to know from the must popular spots to see to the

unknown areas. It even tells you when certain attractions are closed, what their hours of operation

are, or even the cost to get in. this is a very useful tool!

This guide really helped us plan a week of exploration, beach time, and food in Oahu.We found

several good suggestions that allowed us to be off the main beaten path and make the most of our

vacation.The only two small drawbacks are that at times it's hard to find what you are looking for

(there are several cross references in the book),and the map in the back is not detailed enough to

navigate the roads.I would definitively recommend it.

We had never been to Hawaii so this book provided a great overview. We referenced it a lot while

there and it is small enough to carry along with lots of great information. I love that it is broken up

into the day to day format so you can prioritize your sightseeing depending on how long you have to

stay on the island. Frommer's has done a great job once again.



A very good basic guide book to Oahu. Gives many different options in exploring the island. It does

repeat a lot of the information and if all the repeated info was taken out of the book would be about

half of it's original size. It also lacks bus routes infor in getting to the sites, which would be

beneficial.

The information is summarized well and detailed enough to help you plan your sightseeing.

Itineraries are designed for various vacation lengths, which is helpful.

This book was extremely helpful for the new traveler. The breakdown in terms of 1,2, or 3 days was

very useful. In addition, the sectioning of the book into different ways to see an area (food based,

outdoors, etc.) was a great way to find things of interest.

Great guide book for traveling to Oahu. This book gives great day by day itineraries for anyone

interested in getting the most out of your trip.
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